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Shaps wins SBP election
In the final debates, a polite
war raged between the "proac-
tive" and the "passionate," and
junior Aaron Shapiro's passion
won him the student body pres-
ident race.
"I'm very excited right now,"
Shapiro said. "I feel so privi-
leged to have this opportunity."
Shapiro's campaign advisor
and pin-maker, senior Jared
Cheeks, wasn't nervous about
the SBP race results.







Skip-A-Meal shifted its funds
this semester from Ethiopia to
Uganda in an attempt to raise
awareness of the AIDS crisis
throughout Africa.  The money
will go to the FOCUS Center in
Kampala, Uganda, an organiza-
tion that provides spiritual nur-
turing, skills training and social
enrichment for orphans,
according to Skip-A-Meal co-
director Heidi Oliver.  
"This is a really neat oppor-
tunity for students because for
each meal that is skipped, a
meal is bought for the orphans
we are supporting," Oliver said.
S k i p - A - M e a l  w i l l  b e
Thursday at dinner.  That night
there will be a forum to provide
students with information
about the African AIDS epi-
demic.  Social work professor
Cathy Harner and Taylor grad-
uate Becca Oehrig will talk
about their knowledge of and
experience working with AIDS
in Africa.  Oliver and co-direc-
tor Abbey Ertel organized the
forum which will be in the stu-
dent union meeting room at
5:30 p.m.
"The goal is for everyone to
walk away having a better
understanding of why the
Senior Neville Kiser receives the award for Best Cinematography from junior Ethan Daly at Tuesday night’s Trojan Film Fest. Kiser
also won Best Picture for his film Giving Up Alone. This was Kiser’s third year participating in the annual fest.
Sports: Trojans nab MCC title
BY BEN GASTRIGHT
STAFF WRITER
SAC rolled out the red carpet
on Tuesday as the directors,
producers and stars of nine stu-
dent films arrived via limou-
sine for the fifth annual Trojan
Film Fest. 
Junior Steve Jones played
jazz piano as the crowd took
their seats. SAC members
Nicole Janke and Greg Smith
hosted the evening. Students
involved in either the films or
SAC dressed in formal attire.
"[SAC] definitely attempts to
make this the classiest of stu-
dent activities with the limo,
jazz music and formal attire,"
senior Emily Caine said. "And
it's actually about supporting
people's hard work."
SAC chose nine films to show to
a crowd of around 600. The
first seven shown were eligible
for awards. 
T h e  s e v e n  f i l m s  w e r e
Matthew and Stephen
Abernathy's Only In Dreams,
Neville Kiser's Giving Up
Alone, John Hedrick's Winners
Never Quit (the only fully ani-
mated film in the festival's five-
year history), Kyle and Kevin
Dufendach's Stones, David
Turner's La Bella, Kaiti
Bierdman's Coffee Stains, and
the Abernathy's documentary
Attack Goats Attack! 
The final two films, Turner's
Penguin Jazz and Kiser's
Hypocrisy 101, were for the
audience's enjoyment only.
They were not eligible for
awards because Turner and
Kiser made them for class.
A panel of judges screened
the films beforehand to choose
the winners.
Brian Jackson won Best Actor
and Sarah Woodard won Best
Actress in a Leading Role for
Only in Dreams which opened
the evening. The soundtrack
carries this film's storyline,
consisting solely of the Weezer
song by the same name. 
Kiser won $400 for Best
Picture and $100 for Best
Cinematography for Giving Up
Alone. This film shows a little
girl filling her sand pail on
the beach, only to see it kicked
over by her brother when
she finishes. 
Turner's La Bella received
$100 for Best Original
Screenplay and $400 for the
People's Choice for Best
Picture. This film is a comedic
argument between Gillette
shaving cream and a generic
brand hair gel, La Bella.
"This is for all the discount
brands out there," Turner said
in his acceptance speech.
Turner's parents Jot and
Marietta Turner traveled from
Bismarck, North Dakota to see
their son's success.
"As parents we observe that
God made him creative. We're
just glad he's found a medium
to allow that creativity," Jot
Turner said of his son.
Attendance at the Trojan
Film Fest has been increasing
every year. SAC and movie-
goers alike said this may have
been the best year yet.
Both current student body
president and future student
body president enjoyed the
film fest.
"To be honest, this was my
first Trojan Film Fest," Tommy
Grimm said. "And now I regret
my last three years at Taylor."
"I t ' s  great  fun,"  Aaron
Shapiro said. "There were a lot
of fun, lighthearted movies. Of
the three film fests I've been to,
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Taylor's women's ministry cab-
inet will host the 2004 women's
conference on Saturday from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. 
The Cabinet chose the theme
"Your Path: The Challenge to
Choose." The day's main ses-
sions and other workshops will
incorporate this theme.
Registration will begin at
8:15 a.m. in the chapel lobby.
The women will then go in the
chapel to hear this year's guest
speaker, Bernie Byrne. 
Byrne is from Greystones,
Ireland.  She works at the
YWCA where Taylor's Irish
Studies students live during
Irish speaker to challenge Taylor women
their stay overseas. She is part
of a team that works at the
YWCA even when the students
leave for home. 
Monica Ghali, vice president
of Community Life, met
Byrnes during the 2002 spring
semester in Ireland. 
"As we became friends, I
began to see how genuinely she
was seeking after the Lord,"
Ghali said. "She let the Lord
use her life and her story
to impact many of us that
semester. As we began to pray
about women's conference her
name came up a couple of
times, and the more we thought
about it the more it seemed to
be a perfect fit." 
Throughout the day, women
from the Taylor community
will lead workshops. The
Cabinet chose workshop speak-
ers by thinking of professors,
professors' wives, faculty and
staff who had impacted their
lives, Women's Ministry Co-
Director Emily Kreis said. 
A few weeks ago, Taylor
women received a brochure
about women's conference con-
taining a schedule and list of
workshops. The Cabinet
encouraged women to sign up
for workshops and a banquet
and return the cards to Cammy
Miller, co-director of women's
ministries.
The conference is  open
to Taylor's faculty, staff
and women of the community
as well as students.
Approximately 300 women are
expected to attend the day's





SAC goes to the movies
pretty good chance
after the feeling I
had after the first
debates," Cheeks
said. "He impressed
me a lot and a lot of other peo-
ple who thought he wasn't seri-
ous about running because he
has poofy red hair."
At the SBP final debates
Monday night, Shapiro
explained his plans for
next year. 
"The main thing is serving
others," he said. "When it
comes to events, I don't want
to be one that sits
in  an  o ff i ce  bu t




Shapi ro  sa id  he  would
strengthen his administrative
skills by learning from those
he appoints. 
"The number one thing is
being open to others," he said.
"You can't be an expert
on everything."
Because cultural sensitivity is
important to him, he plans to
appoint cabinet members who
are passionate about creating
an awareness of cultural issues
and getting students out of their
comfort zones.
If  there  were one thing
he could change about Taylor,
he would make the students
passionate.
"I feel that so many people
are comfortable where they're
at in Taylor's bubble," he said.
"I wish that people would have
passion and not be satisfied
where they're at and seek out
ways to make a difference."
"It's a relief that the cam-
paigning is done, but at the
same time I feel like there is a
lot more pressure on my shoul-
ders, and I really need to work
hard to prepare myself for next
year," Shapiro said. "My main
goal for next year is to support
the people I will work with," he
added. "I also would like to set
a consistent vision for all of
TSO next year in the hope that,
by keeping our focus right
among the student leaders, we
will be able to have a greater
impact on this campus."
A self-descr ibed "goofy
presence," Shapiro is aware of
the spotlight on him since
the elections.
"You need to be conscious
where you are," he said. "It's
important to live out your
Christian walk. You can't be a
leader in a place like Taylor
unless you're willing to follow
the things Taylor says."
Lack of TSO experience
didn't deter him from running
because he feels the SBP posi-
tion allows time for learning
what to do.
church needs to be involved in
dealing with social injustices,"
Ertel said.
U2 lead singer Bono speaks
about AIDS in Africa in the
March/April edition of
Relevant Magazine.  
"If the church doesn't respond to
this, the church will be made
irrelevant," he said.  "Christ
talks about the poor and says
'Whatever you have done to the
least of these brothers of mine,
you've done to me.'  In Africa
right now, the least of my
brethren are dying in shiploads,
and we are not responding.
We're here to sound the alarm."  
Bono founded Debt, AIDS,
Trade in Africa in 2002 to raise
awareness about Africa's most
pressing issues: unpaid debts,
uncontrolled spread of AIDS
and unfair trade rules, and to
provide outlets to respond.  
Skip-A-Meal provides an
opportunity for students to
intentionally fast and pray for
the worldwide church and its
needs.  World Christian
Fellowship co-director Rachel
Oliver emphasizes the impor-
tance of what students can do.  
"By skipping one meal, fast-
ing and praying in its stead, we
are speaking love in the form
of a physical discipline," she
said.  "Skipping a meal and
fasting is a small act, but it is
amplified when done with sin-
cerity and love."  




30 million people in Africa have HIV; almost
three million of those cases are children under
the age of 15.
Currently, more than 11 million children in
Africa have lost at least one parent to HIV/AIDS.
That number is expected to reach 20 million by
2010.
Every day in Africa, 6,500 people die and
another 9,500 contact the HIV virus, 1,400 of
whom are newborn babies who contracted the
virus from their mothers.
AIDS experts estimate that it will cost more
than $10.5 billion a year to fight AIDS globally, a
price tag that will inflate to more than $15 bil-
lion a year by 2007.
In sub-Saharan Africa, there are currently $4.1
million people with AIDS who are in desperate
need of anti-retroviral drugs. At the end of
2003, only an estimated 50,000 of these people
received the needed medicine.
Statistics from www.data.org
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Taylor students give meal
money to continent in crisis
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Dr. David A. Prentice, profes-
sor of life sciences at Indiana
State University, will share
research and thoughts on the
controversial issues of cloning
and stem cell research in a sem-
inar on Tuesday.
Taylor's Pre-Med Club invit-
ed Prentice, who is an interna-
tionally respected expert in the
field of stem cell research. He
will address U.S. and interna-
tional cloning laws and stem
cell research. 
Prentice is a member of sev-
eral science-related organiza-
tions and a founding member
of Do No Harm: The Coalition
BY ERIK KIELISCH
STAFF WRITER
Photo courtesy of www.visions-of-science.co.uk
events. Women are encouraged
to attend even a few sessions if
their time is limited. 
"If time only allows for them
to come to part of it, great, we'd
love it," Kreis said.  "If they
can come to all of it, then that is
even better. There are going to
be so many women to learn
from that we'd like to see
women take as much advantage
of the day as possible.
"Our hope is that the women
will walk away challenged,
refreshed, and reminded of
what their daily path as a
woman of the Lord can look
like," Kreis added.  
Women interested in the con-
ference can still sign up for
everything except the banquet
by contacting Miller through
campus mail at Olson Hall
room 149, or through an
Internet link in the women's
conference e-mail. A confer-
ence ticket may be purchased at
the door on Saturday morning.
The cost of the conference is $3
per person.  
Unlimited Monthly Tanning
Now Only $30!











Purchase a 10 Session Package & receive 
a bottle of America's #1 selling lotion
FREE!
The Best Airbrush Tanning in the area
For Only $15
418 E. Third Street 
Downtown Marion
Across from the Clarion Hotel
6 a.m. - Midnight Weekdays 
8 a.m. - Midnight Saturday





While the Taylor Upland grad-
uate school takes its first steps,
a non-traditional Masters of
Business Administration pro-
gram emerged this year at
Taylor Fort Wayne.
To promote the program,
MBA program director Dr.
Larry Rottmeyer will be on
campus Wednesday from 4 to
4:50 p.m. leading an informa-
tional session in the student
union classroom.
The MBA is Rottmeyer's pet
project, which he designed
through two and a half years
of research.
Director of Graduate Studies,
Dr. Chris Bennett, said
Rottmeyer is the "architect of
the MBA program."
" I  w a s  t h e  o r i g i n a l
author/designer/developer for
the program," Rottmeyer said.
"When it comes to curriculum,
I drafted everything."
Before creating the MBA,
Rottmeyer began a year-long
research program, in the fall of
2000. He recruited a 400-level
marketing class at TUU to initi-
ate the research.
He began by researching both
large and small public universi-
ties, and members of the
Council of Christian Coalition
Colleges and Universities with
graduate programs. He looked
at programs that specialized in
graduate programs, examining
their curriculum, faculty,
intended markets and delivery
to see what worked.
The 16-month MBA program
consists of four four-month
terms. Once every two months,
the graduate students take
classes at TUFW during a
three-day weekend.
Tuition for all four terms
is $11,090 total plus $4,410 for
a 12-day international business
trip at the start of the program.
Students may apply for finan-
cial aid through the Stafford
Financial Loan.
Though it's an MBA, the pro-
gram is designed for more than
business students. A third of the
current 16 graduate students
are from other disciplines.
One of the aspects of the pro-
gram is the not-for-profit focus
that stems from TUFW's rela-
tionship with the Ft. Wayne
non-profit community. Interest
in non-profit business training
is widespread throughout the
state.
"We have been attracting
interest from non-profit sec-
tors," Rottmeyer said. "[We]
will see growth and develop-
ment of nonprofit curriculum."
Six of the 16 current graduate
students come from non-profit
backgrounds.
"Ultimately, all non-prof-
it institutions like Taylor are
involved in changing people's
lives," Rottmeyer said. "It's
personally rewarding and keeps
me energized."
In the future, Rottmeyer's
goal is to attract 15 to 25 stu-
dents who are looking for the
Taylor experience in graduate
business education. He wants
the program to educate students
and change their lives.
For undergraduates interested
in an MBA, Rottmeyer recom-
mends they talk with graduate
students about the program.
"Graduate work is very dif-
ferent from undergraduate
work," he said.
Graduate students enjoy the
program.
"The faculty and staff are top
notch," Taylor alumna Amy
Self said. "The course work is
challenging yet applicable to
the business world, and the
integration of faith and learning
makes the program unique to
other programs that I consid-
ered."
Self appreciates the profes-
sional diversity of her peers,
whose backgrounds include
non-profit, U.S. government,
small business, and large cor-
porations.
"This program teaches you
how to think strategically, how
to analyze information and turn
it into something useful,"
Taylor alumna, Nancy Segel
said. "They are trying to create
people who can change the
world."
Rottmeyer encourages stu-
dents to attend Wednesday's
session.  He would also like to
individually meet with every
interested student. To arrange
an appointment, contact the
MBA office at ext. 48995.
of Americans for Research
Ethics. He has given speeches
on developments in cloning
research, and published studies
in national science periodicals.
The Pre-Med Club hosted
Prentice last spring as a guest
speaker in a science seminar.
Members of the club organized
Tuesday's event and look for-
ward to focusing on more spe-
cific issues.
"The Pre-Med Club has invit-
ed him back to find out about
the new advances in cloning
and stem cell research and
to find out what the ethicists
think of it," junior Kyle
Strycker said.
Prentice will discuss the
recent breakthroughs in South
Korea in their discoveries in
the production of human
embryos through cloning. This
new technology could lead to
treatments for chronic diseases
such as Alzheimer's and
Parkinson's, but also presents
some moral dilemmas. Prentice
will talk about the implications
of the findings and how
Christians should respond.
"I want to bring people up-to-
date globally with these
issues," Prentice said. "The eth-
ical arguments make a lot more
sense to people at Taylor."
The lecture will be held in
Nussbaum 123 from 5-6 p.m.
on Tuesday.
The Pre-Med Club will host a seminar focused on the issues of human cloning and stem-cell
research featuring Dr. David Prentice, ISU professor of life sciences.
ATTENTION CAMPUS LEADERS:
Your last chance to sign up for a
group picture of your organization
to be published in the yearbook is
March 12. Sign-ups are on the win-











The Free Application for
Federal Student Aid is due on
March 10.
"It's very important [to apply]
because [if missed] you will
miss out on need-based State
and Taylor University grants,"
Director of Financial Aid Tim
Nace said.
To help students know what
forms are due, Financial Aid
and Information Technology
jointly created the My
Financial Aid online service.
MYFA allows students and
parents to check on the
progress of their financial aid
package. It lists needed and
received documents, awards by
term, packaging, budgets, dis-
bursements and messages from
the financial aid department.
The awards section shows
how much money a student has
received in financial aid, while
the packaging section separates
the expected family contribu-
tion from total cost and tries
to find aid for the remaining
costs. Disbursements show
what financial aid was paid out
and when.
The award year lets students
see what their financial aid was
for any given year of enroll-
ment, and budget breaks down
the costs to tuition and fees,
books and supplies, room and
board and miscellaneous.
Availability of the software
and parents' desire for an easier
financial aid check prompted
the site's creation.
"We wanted to add better cus-
tomer service to the students,"
Nace said. "Everything else in
our world is becoming elec-
tronic so we wanted to stay on
the bandwagon."
Another financial aid tool
available is Your Electronic
Award.  In the past, the finan-
cial aid department e-mailed
students their aid packages, but
now it posts all the information
online.
Through Taylor's external
Web site, students can examine
their financial aid package and
accept, decline or decrease the
amount of grants or loans.
When students receive their aid
package, they also get an e-
mail with a link to Your
Electronic Award.
"With the YEA, a student can
start the loan process right
away," Nace said.
Missing the FAFSA deadline
won't affect merit scholarships
or loans, but students are urged
to apply quickly for free at
www.fafsa.ed.gov.
Corduan hosts prof poster contest
Professors will have a chance
to display their creative side
with Taylor's first ever poster
contest. 
Philosophy professor Dr. Win
Corduan organized the contest. 
All Taylor professors may
participate. Professors create a
poster based on one of their
classes that they feel best dis-
plays the integration of faith
and learning. Each poster must
feature the class syllabus and a
summary of one lecture that
demonstrates faith and learn-
ing. 
The finished posters will be in
Reade Center in the hallway
between the ETC and stairs the
week following spring break.
Students and non-faculty staff
can vote on the best poster with
ballots. There will be first, sec-
ond and third place winners.
Each professor who makes a
poster will receive a stipend. A
grant from the Christian
Council of Colleges and
Universities is funding the con-
test. In the past, the grant has
been used to fund an annual
class for new faculty. This year,
Corduan decided to have the
poster contest as a way to sup-
plement the class. 
Nick Corduan is holding an
identical contest for the Ft.
Wayne campus.
Win Corduan hopes the con-
test will attract the attention of
both students and faculty. 
"This is something that no
one else has tried before," he
said. "I've no idea whatsoever
what kind of response I'm
going to get."
He said the contest will bring
a greater awareness the integra-
tion of faith and learning to the
Taylor community.
"There is so much [teaching]
about faith and learning going
on, that I don't know about," he
said. "I really don't know what
professors in other departments
are teaching in that respect.
This will give them a chance to
share."
Entries for the contest may be
submitted to Win Corduan in
Reade 131. The deadline for










the rest of the team.  The
Trojans faced St. Francis in
Odle Gym, winning 71-60.
With this win, the Trojans
will head to Branson, Mo.
for the NAIA National
Tournament. In their first
game, they play the
Daemen College Wildcats
of Amhearst, NY.
Photo by Matt Wissman
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MKs, others find comfort in Mu Kappa
It's Welcome Weekend.Time to move into the dorm,
but where’s the dorm? You
walk around aimlessly, desper-
ately trying not to show you’re
a freshman. You feel like
you’re being watched and like
you don’t belong. 
Adjustment is a part of any
Taylor student’s college
experience. However, not
everyone has to get used to a
whole new culture as well.
While many students may think
cornfields and Midwest living
is like a  new culture, adjust-
ment for international students
involves much more. 
For this reason, Mu Kappa
was formed in 1986. The
purpose of Mu Kappa is “to
provide a support group, and
assist MKs (missionary kids)
and TCKs (third culture kids) in
making a smooth adjustment to
yet another culture,” according
to the Taylor Web site. 
Mu Kappa provides support
to students who may not have
their bearings in America yet. 
“We provide a safe place for
people to ask ‘stupid ques-
tions,’” Mu Kappa co-director
Becca Oerig said. 
Mu Kappa helps students get
a bank account, use an ATM, or
get a driver’s license. It
becomes a place for students to
feel safe and relaxed when the
pressures of American life
become difficult.  
“Everybody in Mu Kappa
knows what you're going
through,” senior Rachel
Elwood said. 
The group offers social and
emotional support. Several
times Mu Kappa sponsors Carl
and Judy Daudt have opened
their home to students for
home-cooked meals or a place
to relax. 
“We have no children of our
own, so for us these students
have truly become our family,”
Judy Daudt said. 
Throughout the year, Mu
Kappa sponsors events to
help international students and
any interested American
students learn about adapting to
a new society. 
Incoming freshmen begin the
year with an MK orientation
week. Students and their
parents go on tours of the
campus and experience
American culture. 
“It’s a combination of just
having fun and helping them to
feel relaxed because it can
often be a nervous situation, not
just being in college for the first
time but being in the U.S. for
the first time,” sophomore
Jonathan Hamilton said. 
Each semester and during J-
term, Mu Kappa holds a retreat
for students to come together
and relax away from school.
Most of the retreats are open to
all students, not just MKs. 
“The whole idea is just to
enjoy one another and enjoy
the diversity,” Hamilton said.
“You don't have to be from
the other side of the world to
have unique and diverse
experiences. It can happen
anywhere.”
Mu Kappa also hosts weekly
Chai Chats. These chats
involve chai tea, personal
stories, and most recently, a
video by David Pollock entitled
“Leave Right; Enter Right:
Thriving Through Transition.”
The meetings this semester are
at the Daudt's house on
Thursday nights. 
Mu Kappa is open to any
student, international or not.
“There's such a wealth of
experience in [students’] lives
and in their persons that they
Sylvia Bleinroth (left), Becca Oehrig and Sarah Danylak con-
verse at a weekly Mu Kappa event called the Chai Chat. The
chats, which take place at Judy and Carl Daudt’s home every





is ‘partway to heaven’
Jack and Cindy Letarte stand with the mountain bikes they ride every day on campus. The Letartes came to Upland in 1991 so
Jack could be Taylor’s Institutional Researcher, finding and interpreting data as it applied to the university. He retired in 2001
and they continue to reside in Upland and minister to students and residents.
Photo by Ashley Smith
BY ELIZABETH DIFFIN
STAFF WRITER
Maybe you know them asthe couple riding their
bikes around campus. Maybe
you have seen them on the
worship team at Hanfield
United Methodist. Maybe you
recognize them as the older
people who sit next to you
in chapel. 
Dr. Jack and Cindy Letarte
are much more than any of
those. They are people with a
passion for the Lord and the
work he is doing at Taylor
University. 
The Letartes came to Taylor
in 1991. Jack had the job of
Institutional Researcher and
spent 10 years in the Nussbaum
basement finding and inter-
preting data as it applied to
the university. 
“It was an interesting field,
but it was difficult to have
contact with people,” Jack said. 
To get to know more people,
he led a discussion group each
fa l l  fo r  Founda t ions  o f
Christian Thought. 
“It helped a little bit,” Jack
said. “At least every year there
were at least 25 kids I knew by
name and sight.” 
C i n d y  s o m e t i m e s  h a d
students over for dinner to get
to know them. 
In 2001, Jack retired, but
decided to stay in Upland. He
said they enjoyed the small
town and the chance to get
acquainted with neighbors.
“We have moved around so
much,” Cindy said. “So this
time I told Jack ‘I’m not
moving unless  the Lord
tells you!’” 
They felt the Lord wanted
them in Upland, however. 
“Taylor makes us feel wel-
come and important,” Jack
said. 
Jack and Cindy make it a
point to attend as many campus
events as possible. They go to
Chorale concerts, try to be in
chapel when they can, and
appreciate the theater. 
“The plays at Taylor are
better than any I've seen,”
Cindy said. 
The Letartes also come to
some special events on campus,
such as the reopening of the
Jumping Bean. 
“Sometimes we end up being
the only ones in our age group,
but that's okay,” Jack said. 
Perhaps the Letarte's most
important contribution to
Taylor is prayer. Every Monday
morning at 10 a.m., they meet
with 10 other retirees for a
prayer meeting. The president’s
office and development office
give them a list of current
prayer needs. 
“We really feel tied in to the
Taylor community and appreci-
ated,” Jack said. 
Having been around Taylor
for a number of years, the
Letartes have observed changes
in the community. They have
seen the addition of new
buildings to campus and have
noticed an increasing diversity
in the student body. However,
they believe the quality of the
students is constant. 
“Taylor has been very inten-
tional in the selection of
students,” Jack said. “It pleases
me that Taylor doesn’t select
students simply based on
academics. … They try for a
good match for the student.” 
Having worked at several
secular schools including
Pottsdam State and Whitworth
College, the Letartes find
Taylor to be different. 
“The impression we get is
that the kids take care of each
other,” Cindy said. 
Another significant change
has been Taylor's rise in U.S.
News and World Reports
ratings.  
“It's just plain hard work,”
Jack said. “Taylor's good.
That's why they are
number two.” 
The Letartes also try to be
involved in the community. 
“We don't want to be ‘Taylor
bubble’ type people,”
Cindy said. 
Instead, they use their non-
Christian background to reach
out to others in need. One of
Cindy’s ministries is to go
“dumpster-diving” and take the
things she finds to shelters.
They have also been involved
with the World Hope
Organization in Muncie,
mentoring people who are
socially challenged. Cindy
plays the classical guitar with
Hanfield’s praise team. In
addition, the Letartes visit the
University Nursing Home
weekly and minister with
music.
After 47 years of marriage,
the Letartes are also very
committed to their family,
which includes three sons and
seven grandchildren. They
travel to three different states to
visit and spend time with them. 
“We're really blessed be-
cause right now we are in good
health,” Jack said. “We
can keep up with our
grandchildren.”   
They try to stay healthy by
frequently eating vegetarian
meals. 
Even though they are retired,
the Letartes find ways to "fill
up the day." They are on
Taylor's campus daily, riding
the mountain bikes they bought
when Jack retired. They appre-
ciate the welcome they receive. 
“A lot of [students] respect
older people,” Cindy said. 
In turn, the Letartes truly
love the Taylor community. 
“We feel like we're partway
to heaven,” Cindy said. 
Scholars and enthusiastsfrom England, Japan,
Washington and California will
be at Taylor  March 12-14 for
The Fourth Frances White
Ewbank Colloquium on C.S.
Lewis and Friends. 
“This Colloquium brings
world-renowned scholars to
campus to provide a unique
experience for us to learn more
about the personal lives and
works of these authors,” said
Dr. David L. Neuhouser,
curator of the Brown Collection
and Mathematics professor
at Taylor.
One of the featured speakers
is Walter Hooper, who was C.S.
Lewis’ personal secretary and
friend. Hooper is also Lewis’
biographer and editor of his
papers and letters. He will
present a session called “C.S.
Lewis” on March 12 and a ses-
sion called “C.S. Lewis as I
knew Him” on March 13.
Another speaker is Barbara
Reynolds, who was a friend of
Dorothy Sayers. Reynolds was
Sayers' biographer, editor of
her letters and editor of Seven.
She will present “The
Importance of Being Dorothy
L. Sayers” on March 13 and
“Dorothy Sayers as I knew
Her” on March 14.
Other notable guests include
Chuck Chalberg, who will
present a one-man dramatic
performance on the life of G.K.
Chesterton, and artist Sarah
Neylan, Lewis’ goddaughter. 
On March 12, dealers from
Rosley Books of England and
The Inklings Bookshop of
Lynchburg, Va., will be in the
Smith-Hermanson Music
center room 148 selling new,
used and rare books at 5 p.m. 
Hooper and Reynolds will
give a free book-signing on
Saturday at 4:30 p.m. at the
Carruth Recital Hall.
Students may purchase tick-
ets for the Chesterton perform-
ance on March 13 for $6. Other
sessions are free for Taylor
students but visitors must pay
$110 registration fee.
For more information about
this event, e-mail David L.
Neuhouser at dvneuhous@tay-
lor.edu, call him at 765-998-
4690, or check out www.tay-
lor.edu/cslewis.
The whole idea is




can’t keep it a secret from
the Taylor community,” Carl
Daudt said. 
Whether it's chai on Thurs-
days or soccer on Fridays, Mu
Kappa's events help students
adjust, have fun and learn
from the experiences of others. 
We are really
blessed because



















lives and works of
these authors.
Dr. David Neuhouser
Have a story you want to share?
E-mail a brief description of your
noteworthy experience to
echo@tayloru.edu 
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“It is the duty of every citizen according to his best capacities to give validity to 
his convictions in political affairs.”
-Albert Einstein 
A couple of things
for SBP to consider
Our position:
The student body president needs to communicate well with the
campus and set reasonable goals.
First of all, we'd like to extend congratulations to AaronShapiro, a.k.a. Shaps, who will take on the duties of studentbody president next year. The job is no small undertaking,
and we commend his willingness to serve in this capacity. 
With that said, here are a couple of things we consider important
for anyone in a leadership position like Shaps'.
The first is visibility and communication. We understand how
hectic life can be for those in leadership; however, we believe the
SBP is obligated to keep in touch with students. One way Shaps
could do this may be to write a short, monthly column in The Echo
updating the campus on what he and TSO are doing. Whichever
avenue he chooses, it's important Shaps keeps students informed
throughout the year.
Second, the SBP must understand the job before he or she sets
goals. As many in leadership positions have learned, achieving
change at Taylor is a slow process. We urge Shaps first to learn the
role of SBP, and only then to set goals which can be accomplished

















BY EDWARD P. MEADORS
GUEST COLUMNIST
Letter to the Editor
The mission of The Echo is to fairly and without bias represent the
views of diverse voices on Taylor University’s campus and to be a
vehicle of accurate and pertinent information to the student body,
faculty and staff.  The Echo also aims to be a forum that fosters
healthy discussion about relevant issues, acting as a catalyst for
change on our campus.  
The Echo has been published weekly since 1915, except for January
term, exam week and school holidays, and is a member of the
Associated Collegiate Press and the Indiana Collegiate Press
Association.  
The Echo is printed by the Marion Chronicle Tribune in Marion,
IN.  Offices are located in the Rupp Communication Arts Building.
All letters, questions or comments may be addressed to:
The Echo
236 W. Reade Ave.
Upland, IN  46989-1001
(765) 998-5359
echo@tayloru.edu




This past Friday I looked outover the throng of Taylor
students and noticed a common
thread that ran through the
assembled masses. That com-
mon thread was sleep. Yes,
that's right— sleep. I could not
help but notice that the chapel
was full of sleeping students.
As I noticed this I could not
help but feel sorry for the
speaker that had traveled all the
way from Kentucky as well as
feel ashamed of the community
in which I am living. There was
a highly educated woman
standing on stage sharing with
us a message that the Holy
Spirit had laid on her heart and
our response to that was to go
to sleep! I was truly ashamed.
The main reason for my
shame is that here at Taylor the
idea of not being complacent
and constantly striving for
growth receives a large amount
of lip service. Students as well
as professors and chapel speak-
ers always challenge us to grow
in our faith and to make sure
that we do not become stagnant
and complacent. As a student
body we are always receptive
to this idea, and I would ven-
ture to say that most students
would say they strive to stay
away from complacency. This
is good! We should be con-
cerned about being complacent
and about growing in our faith.
However, it does seem a bit
hypocritical to me that we get
all excited about not being
complacent, then most of us
either skip chapel because we
look at the schedule and don't
like the speaker or go to chapel
and goof off during the music
and sleep during the sermon!
We become complacent and
take chapel for granted. We do
the very thing that we are most
adamantly opposed to.
Now I understand that occa-
sionally we all doze off in
chapel, but when I see a person
with their head down on their
folded arms, the individual is
obviously not making an effort
to stay awake and that bothers
me. If you are going to attend
chapel and rail against compla-
cency, make an effort to stay
awake. If you sleep through
chapel then you have no right
to rail on complacency.
I have thought about this
issue and how to go about
solving it. I personally believe
that the only thing that will rid
our campus of the disease of
complacency is conviction in
individual's lives and a person-
al desire to change. Short
of this, complacency will















Letters to the Editor
Letters to the Editor must
be received by 6 p.m. on
Wednesday and be 425
words or less in order to




You can write us off-cam-
pus at: The Echo, Taylor
University, 236 W. Reade
Ave., Upland, IN 46989-
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Above all else, I reallyjust want to say that Ifeel so privileged to be
next year's Student Body
President. Taylor is such an
incredible place, and it is hard
to believe that I have been
given the opportunity to serve
in this way. 
There is still a lot of time until
next year, but that time will
allow me to learn all of the
nuances of the position and of
TSO in general. Right now I
need to focus on being a stu-
dent and learning from those
people who are currently in
TSO. Tommy Grimm has done
a great job as president this
year, so I'm grateful for a good
role model to learn from as I
prepare for the job. 
The first step for me right
now is to put together an exec-
utive cabinet, made up of the
chief of staff and the vice pres-
idents of all the different TSO
cabinets. The number one thing
I want from people applying for
these positions is passion. If
someone wants to be in charge
of leadership development,
then they had better be passion-
ate about leadership. If some-
one wants to work with IFC
(Integration of Faith and
Culture) then they need to be
passionate about making peo-
ple think critically about how
our faith and culture relate. And
everyone that wants to be a part
of TSO had better be passionate
about Taylor and about the stu-
dents.
My vision for next year is
simple. I do not want TSO put-
ting on programs for the sake of
programs. I want TSO to focus
on how we can serve students
and how we can help them to
grow as individuals.
If a student leaves Taylor
after four years, and they are
no better off as a person, then
has their time here actually
done them any good? Every
part of TSO serves a purpose,
but as a whole we need to do
more than plan fun events and
provide basic services. TSO
needs to do its part to see that
students are growing socially,
intellectually, and most impor-
tantly, spiritually during their
years here at Taylor.
How do we put this into prac-
tice? The most important thing
is that we need to evaluate
everything that goes on and we
need to make sure that every-
thing serves a purpose. We need
to do things with a goal in
mind, rather than doing things
just because they have always
been done. 
I'm excited about next year
and I'm looking forward to
serving as SBP. I want to see
some awesome things happen
on this campus, and I hope that
God can use me to facilitate
that in some small way. Thank
you for your support.
Some thoughts on worship
in the evangelical age
Worship is presentlycenter stage   with-in evangelical life.
Worship historians explain that
over the last few decades wor-
ship has taken the place of
evangelism at the center of
evangelical thought and expres-
sion. This observation strikes
me as true. We continue to
describe individual churches
according to their locations,
denominations, and senior pas-
tors, but the prevailing identity
marker for most churches today
is worship style.
The English word "worship"
etymologically means "to
attribute absolute worth" to
whatever it is that one is totally
devoted to. In biblical revela-
tion true worship, as opposed to
false (Gen 4:3-7; Exod 32, Isa
1), is to God, for God, about
God, and with God. Worship,
biblically speaking, is not per-
formance. Performance con-
notes "acting," a posture that
does not characterize, for
example, the woman who
washed Jesus' feet (Luke 7:36-
39), the man of Acts 3 who,
upon being healed, leaped and
ran into the temple praising
God, and the 24 elders of Rev
4-5 who fall in worship before
the Ancient of Days. True wor-
ship is genuine and from the
heart.  It's not an act, it's real.
As the talented chorus writer
Graham Kendrick has
expressed, "The measure of the
true worshiper that the Father
seeks is not the length of his
historical tradition or the height
of his hands above his head, but
the depths of the love in his
heart for the Father." Didn't
Jesus say essentially the same
thing (Mark 12:29-30)?
Recently the Taylor commu-
nity has heard excellent mes-
sages on revival from Drs. Lyle
Dorsett and Tom Jones. Both
speakers drew attention to
revivals that evidenced repen-
tance on the part of those
"revived." The phenomenon is
instructive. Restored and hum-
bled by God's forgiveness,
repentant worship edifies, uni-
fies, and builds up the body of
Christ. With a diversity that
incorporates both genders, all
ages, every personality type, all
races and languages, and vary-
ing genres and postures, wor-
ship of this kind links contem-
porary Christians to believers
of previous generations to
await all believers' corporate
future with God.  
The challenge of our genera-
tion is to inoculate ourselves
against the poisons of selfish
ambition, pride, and "worship
wars," by living 24/7 in sincere
devotion to God, by digesting
his Word (John 6:53-58), and
by worshiping corporately in
imitation of Christ's obedient
humility (Phil 2:5-11) and love
(1 Cor 13). Worshiping in "spir-
it and truth" according to God's
desire (John 4:23), we together
fulfill our calling to be "the salt
of the earth" and "the light of
the world"—the body of Christ,
the Church.
Our new letters to
the editor policy
Our position:
Letters to the editor should be concise, well-argued
and should avoid excessive sarcasm.
The opinions page serves as a public forum for Taylor's cam-pus to debate current issues in an edifying manner.Unfortunately, we have been receiving several letters to edi-
tor that do not fit within this mission. 
In the past we have published letters that do not adhere to that
mission. However, we are making a concerted effort to improve the
quality of the opinions page. As a result, we have raised the stan-
dard for letters to the editor.
A good letter should first and foremost make an argument for a
particular point of view. It should be supported by evidence and
written concisely. Sarcasm and satire can be used to help make the
point, but only in small doses: a letter to the editor is not an article
in The Onion.  
With that said, we encourage anyone to contribute to Taylor's
public opinion by writing a letter to the editor. We look forward to
receiving serious, well thought-out work.
BY AARON SHAPIRO
GUEST COLUMNIST































































Types of Public Displays of Affection
Lying
Together






Living in the close-knit Taylor community, most students are exposed to the  affectionate behavior
of couples. Three individuals performed a survey on public displays of affection for a public rela-
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Don’t hate me: I didn’t love ‘The Passion’
BY NATE SHORB
A&E COLUMNIST
‘Belleville’ is a kooky, visual treat
BY NEVILLE KISER
A&E EDITOR
If you’ve seen a trailer forthe French animated,Academy Award nominated
film The Triplets of Belleville,
you’ll understand why I call it
one of the oddest movie-going
experiences I’ve ever had.  
The film, written and direct-
ed by Sylvian Chomet, begins
with scratchy, animated black-
and-white footage seemingly
taken from a 1930s era
Parisian-like jazz house. The
audience is bouncing, the stage
is shaking and three young
lounge singers (known as the
triplets of Belleville) are Betty-
Booping to every hip-shaking
beat. In the middle of this, a
Fred Astaire wannabe man
graces the stage, and begins to
dance as if his feet are discon-
nected from his body. Then
suddenly, they literally are. 
In seconds, the shoes are off,
and start growing fang-like
teeth at the toes. The two
mouths open and begin chomp-
ing away at Mr. pseudo-
Astaire’s body until it appears
he’s dead. Slowly, his limp
body is taken off the stage, yet
the crowd seems to be un-
phased by the whole ordeal.
Would you say the French have
a twisted sense of humor?
Possibly, but that’s what makes
Belleville so much fun.  
Belleville doesn’t seem to give
a rip about what its audience
thinks of it. Chomet’s story
unfolds slowly, taking time with
a Chaplain-like candor that
screams nostalgia. With no dia-
logue, the story of a lonely
French boy, his overweight
hound Bruno and his grand-
mother sounds too odd to be
true. Thankfully, Chomet isn’t
afraid to take time with this
peculiar story, and silent movie
fans should appreciate his
graceful, slow storytelling style. 
The plot is simple, yet extrav-
agant. The boy gets a tricycle
one day, which inspires him to
begin training for the Tour de
France. He practices with the
help of his dictator of a grand-
ma, who trains him as if her
whistle is permanently glued to
her mouth. Time passes, and
the boy becomes a man with
calf muscles big enough to take
on Texas. Day and night he
practices up and down the hilly
streets of Paris, with his grand-
ma blowing her whistle behind
him every other second. 
Later, the Tour de France date
comes and all the practice is
about to pay off. Unfortunately,
the man, along with two other
tired cyclists, are kidnapped by
a few American mafia mem-
bers who look like rejected
characters from Men in Black.
When grandma realizes her
grandson has disappeared, she
and the barking-crazed Bruno
track the Mafia guys down and
follow them to a ship heading
for New York. 
In America, the film draws
attention to exaggerated french
fry and hamburger stands
everywhere, with nearly every
person resembling a 500+
pound Maury Povich guest. It’s
a very funny sight and
Chomet’s mockery of both
Americans and Europeans
doesn’t stop here. 
What happens from then
on in the story cannot be
explained, and even if it could,
it wouldn’t do the film justice.
We come to see Belleville, a
fictional place resembling
Photo courtesy of IMDB.com
All the way from France, Grandma and Bruno (center) browse the streets of New York City in The Triplets of Belleville, the Academy Award nomi-








and Manhattan, and there, we
meet the triplets from the film’s
opening sequence. Their skin is
wrinkled and sagging, but they
still have the talent to make
music out of any item in sight.
From then on, the film soars to
new levels of outright crude-
ness and devilish hilarity.
Saying any more would be
spoiling secrets that many crit-
ics have sadly already revealed. 
In short, the film is not for
everyone. Its brilliant animated
artistry, certain to dazzle those
who may otherwise find the
film a bit dull, is among the
movie’s greatest strengths. It’s
becoming an art-house cult
favorite, so don’t expect
Finding Nemo. 




I've heard Wengatz Hall has a
problem with rat infestation,
but I doubt living there is any-
thing quite like living in a sub-
way tunnel below New York
City. If you aren't convinced,
check out Marc Singer's docu-
mentary Dark Days.    
Singer, after moving to the
Big Apple from England, was
intrigued when he heard about
a community of homeless peo-
ple who lived underground in
the Penn Station subway tun-
nel. So intrigued, in fact, that
he made his descent under-
ground and lived with them for
several weeks. One thing led to
another, and Singer found him-
self making his first movie with
the help of twelve subway
dwellers as his film crew.
Winner of three awards at the
2000 Sundance Film Festival,
Dark Days provides an unfor-
gettable look at the remarkable
lives of people who have made
homes for themselves in the
dark tunnels next to speeding
trains and piles of trash. Greg
introduces the viewer to life on
the street, and shares some of
the best ways to make some
money. Julio proudly shows off
his ingenious security system.
Ralph talks about defeating his
crack addiction and tries to
convince Dee to give up her
habits. Tommy and Henry heat-
edly discuss their opinions on
pertinent issues, such as pover-
ty and what exactly makes
someone “homeless.” The
viewer hears about past and
present pets, favorite under-
ground recipes, mistakes and
regrets, and the ever-present
bothersome rats.  
Dark Days is heartbreaking
and thought-provoking, but
also pleasant and entertaining.
It shatters preconceived notions
and ultimately presents a beau-
tiful portrait of friendship and
community. This documentary
is a must-see for social work
majors, Christians who are
naively planning a trip to feed
the homeless, and anyone look-
ing to watch something other
than the latest blockbuster hit.
Photo courtesy of Amazon.com
Last weekend, after watch-ing The Passion of theChrist, my classmates
shared their various opinions.
Most ranged somewhere along
the lines of, “I loved it because of
this,” or, “I loved it because of
that.” I didn't share any opinions.
I didn't love it.
This is not a review, though.
This is simply my reaction to the
fascinating Christian response to
the movie. I write from Los
Angeles, where at church Sunday,
I was amazed when the pastor
asked who had seen the film and
about 75 percent of the congrega-
tion members raised their hands.
I've never seen Christians react so
positively to any film. Christians
are so excited about a movie they
feel they can endorse; they expect
everyone to be affected by it. Art,
though, does not have to affect
everyone the same way. I've felt
nervous about voicing my dis-
senting opinion about the film,
because many Christians act like
my critique of this portrayal of
Jesus is a critique of Jesus. 
I have reasons for not loving
the film, though. From a movie
critic's perspective, I was both-
“Prayer is profitable because it makes us the familiars of God.”
-Thomas Aquinas
When the movie ended, I
found myself shaking my head
asking, “What the heck was
that?” Nothing can quite pre-
pare you for what the film has
to offer and maybe that’s one
thing I came to like about it. It
doesn’t try to please everyone.
Think of it as one 77-minute
Vaudeville-esque gag show
with an oddly moving feel, and
a quirky, catchy soundtrack.
In Belleville, weirdness is defi-
nitely the norm.   
NEVILLICIOUS’
GRADE:                            B
***Rated PG-13 for images
involving sensuality, violence and
crude humor.  
ered by the amount of gore and
the one-dimensional portrayal of
the Sanhedrin. There were parts
that I did not understand, and
other parts that a person without a
Christian background would
have even more trouble under-
standing. I think there was too
much violence, not in how much
was shown, but for how long.
The scourging scene was horrify-
ing, but only for the first 10 or 20
lashes. After that, many audience
members distanced themselves
from the violence, if only to
endure it. The same was true of
the walk to Golgatha, which last-
ed too long.  
Some say the violence is for
historical accuracy. But we have
seen a lot of horrific things in
movies before, carefully commu-
nicated without showing every
moment of an incident. I don’t
think it’s a cop-out to imply some
things rather than show them for
extended periods of time. In fact,
thanks to our imaginations,
implications are often more mov-
ing than depictions. 
As for biblical accuracy, Mel
Gibson has taken other liberties
with the story, voiding the argu-
ments for literalism. Some of my
favorite parts were those in which
I saw something new, something
I might not have been familiar
with. I do not have to accept
the devil imagery or elements
of Catholic tradition as biblical
truth, but I can appreciate them
as artistic ways of emphasizing
a point.  
A lot of Christians are quick to
ignore the questions of anti-
Semitism in The Passion, but I
think it's foolish to pretend such
concerns aren't warranted. By
simply brushing aside the issue,
as many do, Christians are ignor-
ing the legitimate fears and con-
cerns held by many Jews. These
questions come from a collective
memory of centuries of persecu-
tion from Christians, or people
acting under the guise of
Christianity, especially surround-
ing “Passion plays.” Most
Christians are ignorant of cen-
turies of destruction of Jewish
communities. Pushing aside the
issue only continues that igno-
rance. I would love to see the
church actively pursue dis-
cussing the controversy, rather
than ignoring it.
All that said, there were things I
liked about The Passion.  I loved
the moments that mirrored great
works of art. The descent from
the cross and the image of Mary
holding the body of Jesus were
the most powerful moments in
the film for me. These were beau-
tiful tributes to great artists who
have been influenced by the
human emotion of this story in
past centuries. I felt strongly for
the characters of Simon of
Cyrene and Jesus’ mother Mary,
portrayed beautifully by Jarreth
Merz and Maia Morgenstern.
The problem with the Christian
response to The Passion is that
many seem to think there is
something innately wrong with
anyone who does not respond
emotionally or spiritually to this
film. I, for one, was mostly
unmoved and disconnected
from the story, unable to relate
to the Jesus portrayed, and more
disgusted than devastated by
the violence.  
At first I felt guilty for these
reactions, mostly because the
people around me were so
impacted. I envied their emotion-
al response — I wanted to be
moved. The thing is, humans are
uniquely affected by different
things, including art and the story
of Jesus. While this movie may
influence some people, Christians
and non-Christians alike, it might
be a song or a familiar story that
finally gets me. Maybe one of
those paintings that inspired this
movie will affect someone else
who did not connect with The
Passion. Whatever your
response to this movie, I encour-
age you to remain open to the
experiences of other viewers.
Art affects everyone differently,
and even though I did not like
this movie very well, I promise
I’m still a Christian. 
Emily Caine (below) — “Let me be the one,” an oil on panel
piece from her show is now on display in the galleria.
Brandon Mathis (right) — This piece taken from Brandon




For all of you couch-hug-
ging, movie-rental watchers,
here are two films new to
video stores you might want
to check out.  
Ridley Scott’s Matchstick
Men, a family melodrama
meets con-artist flick, is
Nicolas Cage, Sam Rockwell
and Alison Lohman in top
form. If you’re in the mood
for a great escapist story, then
look no further. 
Jack Black gave one of his
best performances to date in
the ode-to-rock-n-roll comedy
about a wannabe band rocker
who takes his roommate’s
substitute teaching job for a
day at a California prep
school. It’s Sister Act meets
Dead Poets Society.
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win over St. Francis
BY JUSTIN POTTS
SPORTS EDITOR
The Taylor basketball team knew the feeling of
getting to the Mid-Central Conference champi-
onship game from last year. This year, it got to
taste the feeling of winning the championship,
beating St. Francis 71-60. 
“We played (Saturday's) Huntington game
with a chip on our shoulder because they beat us
in this game last year,” said senior guard Matt
Traylor, who had a game-high 27 points. “That
took some of the pressure off of this game and
we used that experience (from last year) to our
benefit tonight.”
Both teams came out firing on all cylinders
before an electric atmosphere in Don Odle
Gymnasium. St. Francis' Chase Holden scored
first, but Taylor's Eric Ford answered with a 3-
pointer to set the tone for the game, giving
Taylor the lead it would never relinquish.
At the 10:26 mark of the first half, after a
Matt Traylor 3-pointer, it seemed as if the
scores were headed for triple digits. Both teams
cooled off from there.
“Sometimes nobody scores (early on) and
sometimes everything goes in,” Taylor coach
Paul Patterson said. “I think after the first ten
minutes everybody settled down.”
Ford, who scored 21 points on 5-of-7 three-
point shooting, opened the second half with
another 3-pointer. Traylor followed with two of
his own to give Taylor its biggest lead of the
game, 48-31. 
However, St. Francis refused to go away, and
fought back to within six with 10:03 to play. The
comeback was part of a 13-2 run in a span of
over six minutes. 
“I think our immaturity showed a little bit in
the second half,” Patterson said. “We let them
get back in it.”
That was as close as the Cougars would get,
however, as Traylor put the nail in the coffin with
his fifth 3-pointer of the night to widen the Taylor
lead to 59-46 with 4:42 left. 
The Trojans hit 10 free throws down the stretch
to seal the victory and claim its first Mid-Central
Conference Tournament championship.
“That win gets a huge weight off our shoul-
ders,” Traylor said. “We've had great seasons in
the past, winning 25 games a few times, but we've
never won a conference championship. It was
amazing playing in front of a crowd like that. We
have the best fans in the conference. The best I've
ever seen.”
St. Francis' leading scorer, Trey Eaton, was held
to just four points, 12 below his season average,
on 1-of-14 shooting. 
John Gensic led St. Francis in scoring with 14
points. Doug Bell added 12 for Taylor. 
Taylor advances to the NAIA National
Tournament in Branson, Mo. for the second
straight year. Last year, Taylor lost 53-44 to
Albertson (Idaho) College in the first round. 
“We're going to go down there with a serious
mindset,” Patterson said. “We should be more
prepared this time, having already been down
there (last year).”
Taylor plays Daemen (NY) College on




Coach: Don Silveri (394-271 in
15 seasons at Daemen)
This season: 22-9 overall, 11-3 in
the American Mideast Conference,
ranked 21st.
2003 season: 21-12, ranked 24th
in final NAIA poll.
Key players: G Kharmen
Wingard, Jr., 15.2 ppg., G Gabriel
Marshall, Sr., 14.9 ppg., F Darnell
Jackson, Jr., 14.7 ppg., G Steve
Chandler, Sr., 11.4 ppg., 7.9 rpg., F
Brian Montanaro, So., 11.4 ppg.
Key stat: The Wildcats have three
wins over top 10 teams this year.
Key fact: The Wildcats have one
player over 6’5” averaging more than
two minutes. Taylor has five.
Top: Students celebrate Tuesday night’s
MCC championship. Bottom: Matt Traylor
lead the Trojans with 27 points.
Photos by Matt Wissman
Lady Trojans fall in semis; three earn honors
The Taylor Women's basketball
team ended its season last
weekend, falling to Goshen
College in the Mid-Central
Conference semi-finals. It was
a hard-fought battle with a final
score of 71-69.
Goshen came out firing,
jumping out to an early lead.
The Maple Leafs went into the
locker room up 38-32. But the
Lady Trojans wouldn't lie down
and outplayed Goshen in the
second half.  
Taylor struggled offensively,
however. The team was only
able to connect on 35.3 percent
of its shots from the field, and
failed to hit a 3-pointer in 17
Senior Alicia Russell led the
Lady Trojans with 21 points,
nine rebounds and three
blocked shots. Fellow senior
and team captain Melanie
Brumbaugh earned a double
double with 20 points and 13
rebounds. Liz Plass dropped in
14 points as well.    
Taylor concluded its season
with a record of 23-11, and
three Lady Trojans were named
to the All-Conference Team.  
Plass was selected to the first
team, leading the MCC in scor-
ing, with 20.3 points per game.
She was also second in free
throw shooting with an 87.4
percent average.  
Brumbaugh earned second
team honors.  She was fourth in
the MCC in field goal percent-
age, connecting on 54.6 percent
of her attempts. She was also
fifth in scoring, averaging 14.9
points per game.  
Junior Lydia Harris was
named to the third team. She
averaged 3.7 assists per game
and finished the season with
126 total. Harris also averaged
2.12 steals per game finishing
with 72. 
attempts. Goshen shot 55.6 per-
cent from the field and 6-of-9,
for 66.7 percent from behind
the arc.  
Free throws allowed Taylor
to stay in the game as they sank
21-of-29. The Lady Trojans
showed an aggressive defense
and full court press that caused
Goshen to turn the ball over 18





From the Taylor Basketball Team
For Supporting Us ‘The Taylor Way.’













Kevin WrightHead Coach Paul Patterson
Assistant Coach Brent Bond
